HEADLINES

Students showcased their creativity and ingenuity at the Fashion Industry Association's (FIA) Design X Fashion Show

NEWS BRIEFS

- Fifteen University students generously volunteered their time, Feb. 4, making Valentine's Day cards
- Veteran comedian, lecturer and activist Preacher Moss brought his End of Racism comedy and lecture tour to campus
- Supervising Animator for Pixar Animation Studios Doug Sweetland visited campus

IN THE NEWS

- Assistant Professor of Fashion Industry Management Natalie Weathers, featured on Fox 29 News and in the Philadelphia Inquirer

HATS OFF

- Philadelphia University’s Industrial and Systems Engineering (ISE) Program was recently awarded permission to establish a student chapter of the Institute of Industrial Engineers (IIIE), a leading professional society for industrial engineers, on campus. Under the direction of Fernando Tovia, associate professor and program coordinator of Industrial and Systems Engineering, ISE students are currently working to develop activities that will build a successful Chapter 767.
- Architecture Alumnus Jason Klem ’05 recently won second prize in VITETTA Architectural and Engineering Corporation’s bi-annual Best and Brightest Architectural Student Competition for his thesis project, Vestige Lost Vestige Found. Klem worked with thesis advisors and Assistant Architecture Professors Gary Bolton and Carol Hermann on the project. He was awarded $1,000 for his achievement.
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You are encouraged to submit event listings by using an online form; to access this form, click here

SAVE THE DATE

- Don't miss these African American History Month and Valentine's Day activities

PHOTO OF THE WEEK

Student models exhibit creative designs constructed by Fashion Design students

WORD OF THE WEEK

- Dream ( drEm) noun. “... a strongly desired goal or purpose ... . verb. 1: to have a dream; 2: to indulge in daydreams or fantasies ; 3: to consider as a possibility.”

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Tayron Thomas
Men’s Basketball

Construction Update
Ram Report (Athletics)
2005/2006 Parking Program
Gateway Update: Latest News from Gutman Library